


Sharks Comprehension Answers 

1. To maRe the reader want to read on and discover these facts .

2. To explain the word carnivore.

3. It is surprising because sharRs live in water and seagulls spend 
most of the time out of water or on top of it.

4. So you can imagine it based on something with which you
are familiar.

5. A sharR the size of 1.5 buses is very, very big and

therefore surprising.

6. Because most people might assume that all sharRs attacR people.











UK Festivals 

There are many festivals all over the UK where families can listen to 
music and enjoy the atmosphere with great food and good company. 
Families can choose to camp on a festival campsite, where it is 
very exciting to sleep outdoors. Some people enjoy larger 
festivals, such as Glastonbury, whilst others prefer 
smaller festivals such as Beautiful Days in 
Devon. I would definitely recommend a 
festival for a family holiday as it is 
great fun. 

UK Festivals Comprehension Questions 

Decide whether each of these quotes is fact or opinion: 

1. There are many festivals all over the UK.

2. Families can listen to music.

3. Great food and good company.

4. Families can choose to camp.

5. It is very exciting to sleep outdoors.

6. It is great fun.









Dogs as Pets 
Dogs maRe great companions; they are loving and have been proven to maRe 
people happier and less lonely. They can also be trained to help with certain 
things such as answering the door and waRing their owners. 

Getting a dog is not a decision to be taRen lightly as it is a big commitment. Dogs 
need walRing once or twice a day as well as feeding, toileting and having 
attention. It is not a good idea to get a dog if you are not at home very often. 

Choosing the right dog is also important. You may also 
want to thinR about rehoming a dog from a local or 
national charity. You will need to taRe into account the 
age and character of the dog as well as its exercise 
needs. You will also need to consider your life and how 
the dog will fit in, for example do you have children or other 
pets in the house? Rehoming charities will help you with these 
decisions. 

So, is a dog the right pet for you? 

Dogs as Pets Comprehension Questions 

Now answer these questions on main ideas: 

1. What is the main idea of the whole text and how do you Rnow?

2. What is the main idea of paragraph 1?

3. Choose a phrase or sentence from paragraph 2 that tells you the 
main idea from the paragraph.

4. What is the main idea from paragraph 3?

5. Write down two phrases that mean 'choosing' in paragraph 3.



Dogs as Pets Comprehension Answers 

1. Dogs as pets. It is the title.

2. Dogs maRe great companions.

3. 'it (getting a dog) is a big commitment'.

4. Choosing the right dog.

5. Any two from: 'You may also want to thinR about'; 'You will need 
to taRe into account'; 'You will also need to consider'.



Here are some steps for two different activities. 
Unfortunately, they are in the wrong order ... 

Getting Ready for School 
• Leave the house.
• Get out of bed.
• Put on shoes.
• Put on underwear.
• Put on my school uniform.

Making a Sandwich 
Eat the sandwich. 
Slice the finished sandwich in half. 
Cut the tomatoes and place on the cheese. 
Butter two slices of bread. 
Put the second slice of bread on top of the slice with the cheese and tomato. 
Slice the cheese and place on one of the buttered slices of bread. 
Collect two slices of bread, butter, sharp lmife and butter lmife, cheese and 
one tomato. 

Sequencing Comprehension Questions 

Now to put them in the correct order ... 

1. Use numbered steps and notes only to put the getting ready for
school activity in the correct order.

2. Use numbered steps and notes only to put the sandwich activity in
the correct order.

3. Use numbered steps and notes only to write your own set of
directions from your classroom to the school office or
assembly hall.





A Quiet Picnic? 
It was a bright July day and Lucy was having a picnic in the 

parl� with her mum, dad and little brother JaRe. The family were laughing and 
joRing as they tucRed into their slices of pizza, crisps and cheese sandwiches 
whilst slurping cool home-made lemonade. 

Lucy finished her lemonade and spotted the ice cream van across the parR. She 
thought of the cool ice cream and pleaded with her mum to let her go and buy  
one. Her mum agreed, only if she bought ice cream for everyone. Lucy laughed 
and nodded, collected the money and off she sRipped. 

While she was waiting in the queue for the ice cream, she spotted 
something in the nearby bush and she went to investigate. It

seemed to be some sort of large glowing egg ... it was liRe 
nothing she had ever seen on this planet ... 
What should she do? 

A Quiet Picnic? Comprehen.sion. Question.s 

Now to identify the story elements of this text: 

1. Who is the main character and identify some of
their characteristics.

2. What has happened in the plot so far?

3. What is the setting of the story?

4. What might happen next and why?

5. Identify any themes in this extract.

6. What is the genre of the story and why?

7. Why do you thinR that the story title has a question marR?



A Quiet Picnic? Comprehen.sion. An.swers 

1. Lucy - kind, caring, inquisitive, good sense of humour,
happy, brave.

2. We have met character and established setting. First event is
finding the egg. What happens next?

3. July day in a park. Family.

4. Open ended but need reasons to back up ideas.

5. Straying away from family (safety). Keeping secrets (seeing the
egg), aliens?

6. Science Fiction (because she has discovered the egg and it is not
from this planet).

7. It might not turn out to be quiet now that Lucy has found a strange egg.


